
By Jeremy Hoyland

Welcome to the Spring edition of the Wire.
As we all know Spring this year is being
overshadowed by the events unfolding in the
Ukraine. At the time of writing Ukraine have
just requested a ceasefire with negotiations

to take place in Belarus between the two countries to try to
find a solution, however it’s reported in several news outlets
that the mood isn’t currently hopeful.     

Whilst the world waits to see how the situation might evolve,
and we all hope be resolved, the human impact is still unclear
but increasingly tragic. There have been widely differing
reports from various news outlets on both the Russian and
Ukrainian losses. It is evident that some of those who have
died have been civilians and unquestionably it is ordinary
Ukrainians that are suffering the most with some 500,000, as of
the time of writing, having fled their homes.

We have written in our recent “Comments on markets” about
the impact of this war on financial assets and will continue to
be in touch in this regard as appropriate.

I have a daughter living in Warsaw; her and her community are
acutely aware of what is happening next door to them; without
doubt it is a time of great worry especially for those near the
stage of conflict.

At this time we would like to wish all our clients who are
affected by this situation either directly or through family,
friends or colleagues, our thoughts, good wishes and prayers.

Whilst we are in truly uncertain times this edition of the Wire
focuses on building financial resilience for all.

April will see a number of changes brought into our tax system,
not least the much-publicised rise in National Insurance
outlined by Rishi Sunak in his Budget in October 2021. The
proposed measure will see NI rise by 1.25%. Whilst the Institute
for Fiscal Studies has indicated that there is sufficient “fiscal
room” to merit a postponement of the increase, the Prime
Minister and the Chancellor wrote a joint article in the Sunday
Times just last month confirming their commitment to this
increase from 6 April 2022. Steve Jerome examines further
what this means for business owners - potentially with cashflow
issues for employers as they pay more NI on salary bills, and
for the self-employed with a greater need for tax provisioning
to be collected by self-assessment.

Self-assessment is something that few want to think about, but
Philip Kingscott’s excellent article reminds us all how to claim the
additional tax relief we are entitled to when using a pension.

Keeping hold of, and building up, our nest eggs is not always
just about working or investing either. We continue to help our

clients manage against a number of risks, including avoiding
financial scams. With financial scams becoming ever more
complex and sophisticated, defrauding even experienced
investors, we have been wanting to help clients by highlighting
“how to spot a pension/investment scam”.

This Spring edition also brings a thought piece by Sebastian
Gladwish for younger clients, and children of clients, as they
begin their financial journey, including a commentary on how
the Lifetime ISA might be used.

Whilst industry reports suggest that 58% of financial planners
are due to retire within the next 10 years with many only
really looking at their clients of today, our own focus is as keen
as ever on being able to help families plan through the
generations. After all, nobody likes to think that assets built up
through hard work could be lost due to either a lack of
planning or financial awareness by those fortunate enough to
benefit from gifts or inheritances. As such we continue to
develop and work with great advisers, such as Sebastian, who
can see the world and its developing challenges from the
viewpoint of our future clients as younger advisers themselves.
It is so important that we begin to build these trusted
relationships early so if you have not already done so, please
do arrange for those important to you to be introduced to your
advisor. Who better to see them than an adviser recognised as
a “Top 35 Next Generation Adviser” by Citywire?

As always we want to ensure that this edition brings something
for everyone, and we would love for you to share our articles
with those that you think might benefit from reading them.

Finally, I just wanted to thank you again for continuing to work
with us – we do not take
this for granted.

Jeremy
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3 important steps you can take to
improve gender financial equality –
a more secure future for all

By Caroline Maxwell

When it comes to financial equality, while
much has been done to narrow the gap
between men and women, imbalances remain.   

You’ve previously read about the gender
pensions gap and ways in which women can boost their
retirement savings, and how we’re striving to build a secure
financial future for all.

In the last two years, the Insuring Women’s Futures initiative,
introduced by the Chartered Insurance Institute (CII), has seen
the insurance and personal finance professions work together
to improve women’s lifelong financial resilience.

A key focus of the initiative is to focus on six “moments that
matter” – the life events when engaging with your personal
finances and with a financial planner can add real value. These
moments can be especially important for women.

Read on to find out more about these “moments that matter”,
and for three steps you can take to achieve more financial
equality.

The 6 “moments that matter” where engagement
and advice are criticalwomen 

• Whilst these are moments when we should all assess our
financial situation, these are identified milestones where
women should take an active interest in their finances and,
potentially, also chat to a financial planner. Growing up,
studying, and requalifying

• Entering and re-entering the workplace

• Relationships: making and breaking up

• Parenthood and becoming a carer

• Later life, planning and entering retirement

• Ill-health, infirmity and dying

All the moments above have an impact on our financial life
and, significantly, on a woman’s life. Each key moment is a
point where financial education and a chat with an HFMC
planner may be useful. For women, professional guidance in
these times could help them balance the scales against their
male peers and feel more empowered to make important
financial decisions in the future.

The impact of inequality isn’t felt just by women, but society
as a whole, so it’s important for everyone to be involved.

It’s also important to remember that it’s not just about this
generation. Becoming more engaged with finance affects our
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

Despite the importance of engaging in these “moments that
matter”, too few women are seeking the education and advice
needed to make positive decisions.

Indeed, Unbiased report that only 36% of women in the UK
have sought help from a financial planner, compared to 46% of
men. The same report states that three-quarters (75%) of
women don’t know how much they need to save for a
comfortable retirement, compared with only half (52%) of men.

So, what can you do to close the financial equality gap?

https://www.hfmcwealth.com/tackling-pension-inequality-what-needs-to-be-done-to-close-the-gender-pensions-gap/
https://www.hfmcwealth.com/exploring-the-finance-gender-gap-and-how-were-helping-to-build-financial-resilience-for-all/
https://www.unbiased.co.uk/news/financial-adviser/be-a-woman-with-a-financial-plan#:~:text=Despite%20this%20well%2Dknown%20fact,46%20per%20cent%20of%20men


3 important steps you can take to improve
gender financial equality 

1. Educate yourself and others

The more you know about personal finance, the better you
can make informed decisions about your money. So, start by
reading the financial press and engaging with issues such as
savings, pensions, and tax.

Passing on your own financial knowledge is also critical –
and don’t be afraid to start early! Our guide to seven
strategies for teaching children about money will be useful
here, from helping them to understand the difference
between saving and spending, to “earning” their money
through household chores.

With my children who are aged four and six, we don’t
discuss the intricacies of a pension, but we do talk about
saving some of the “tooth fairy” money for something
special. Early education can be so powerful.

Working with a financial planner can also help. Research by
insurer Royal London has found that people who take
financial advice feel they have a significantly better grasp
of products and financial matters than people who don’t.

For example, non-advised customers are three times more
likely to say they “wouldn't know where to start” with
taking out life insurance or saving for retirement.

Increased knowledge makes you more confident about your
finances and you’ll feel more in control. This can lead to
better decisions and better outcomes for you and those
around you.

Empowering your female relatives – daughters and
granddaughters – with financial knowledge can be
particularly beneficial when they go out into the world of
work or enter a long-term relationship.

2. Engage with the issues

Another key step to ensuring more financial equality is to
engage. Getting to grips with your finances now will ensure
you’re better prepared at one of the “moments that matter”.

Knowledge is power, so let’s educate one another. It can
start small but making sure you’re included in your partner
or spouse’s annual review meeting is a great way to begin.
Additionally, read the investment bulletins that we send,
so that the language becomes familiar and not as scary
as you think.

We’re increasingly holding meetings with spouses and
partners as we believe this leads to far better
outcomes. Not only do you feel more engaged and
part of the process, but you can discuss and work
towards your goals together.

Don’t assume that your spouse or partner has
covered what’s important to you. You’d be
surprised how some relationships can have
different views on investment, objectives, and
timelines. Be involved and contribute to the
discussion.

3. Act now, not later

Start early. Engage now, not in two years’ time when
something happens, or when death or illness strike and
you are forced to educate yourself at a time when
emotions are high, and your time needs to be spent on a
loved one.

Research by the Financial Conduct Authority has found that
a higher proportion of women say they have low confidence
in managing money or knowledge of financial matters.

So, begin taking a keen interest in your finances now, as you
won’t want to start reading up on insurance or pensions at a
challenging time when there are important issues going on
in your personal life.

It isn’t a nice thing to consider, but if your spouse or
partner were to pass away, would you know how to take
over your combined finances by yourself? If not, it may be
beneficial to get up to speed, and to remain a part of the
financial conversation in your household.

Especially if you are a woman, starting to engage with
your finances could help you to feel more confident
when it comes to making financial decisions. When it
comes to risk-taking, for example, Unbiased report that
only 1 in 10 women have a Stocks and Shares ISA,
compared with 1 in 6 men.

What this means is that women, overall, are capitalising
less frequently on the opportunities available to them,
impeding their ability to build wealth or save for the future.

By educating yourself and engaging with a financial planner
now, you could better understand your approach to risk,
giving your money vital additional years to grow. This could
be the difference between having enough money to retire
on your terms and having to work for longer.

Get in touch 

At HFMC we believe everyone, regardless of gender, should
have a robust financial strategy that helps to provide security
and peace of mind.

If you would like to discuss any of the above issues, or how you
could better plan your financial future, please email or contact
us on 020 7400 4700.
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https://www.hfmcwealth.com/7-useful-strategies-for-teaching-your-children-how-to-manage-money/
https://adviser.royallondon.com/globalassets/docs/adviser/misc/brp8pd0008-feeling-the-benefit-of-financial-advice-adviser-report.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/insight/gender-personal-finances-and-covid-19
https://www.unbiased.co.uk/news/financial-adviser/women-and-investing
https://www.hfmcwealth.com/contact/
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The £810 million
pension mistake
you could be
making if you 
pay higher- or

additional-rate tax

By Philip Kingscott

If you’re a higher- or additional-rate
taxpayer, saving into a pension can be
extremely tax-efficient.  

On top of the 20% tax relief you will typically
receive at source, you can also claim an additional 20% or 25%
relief. This means that a £10,000 pension contribution only
costs you £6,000 if you pay higher-rate Income Tax, or £5,500
if you pay Income Tax at the additional rate.

Despite the significant tax benefits of pension saving, new
research has found that 1 million higher-rate taxpayers are
failing to claim the additional relief they are entitled to.

The Telegraph reveals that 8 in 10 higher-rate taxpayers who
are eligible to claim relief fail to do so, missing out on a
combined £810 million in unclaimed relief every year.

Read on to find out more about the eye-watering tax relief
savers are failing to claim, and how to make sure you receive
the relief you’re entitled to.

Fewer than 1 in 4 higher- and additional-rate
taxpayers claimed their additional relief in 2018/19
Research from an online pension provider, shared by the
Telegraph, has revealed the extent to which higher- and
additional-rate taxpayers in the UK are failing to claim their
full pension tax relief.

As well as the 80% of higher-rate taxpayers not claiming
additional relief through their tax return, more than half of all
additional-rate taxpayers did also not claim the money they
were due in 2018/19.

Just 310,000 of the 1.4 million higher- and additional-rate
taxpayers claimed this relief on their personal pensions in the
2018/19 tax year. Note that these figures do not include people
who claimed over the phone or online, or anyone who received
tax relief by making a “salary sacrifice” contribution.

While many workplace pensions claim all the available tax relief
on your behalf, personal pensions only claim relief at 20%. The
extra 20% or 25% relief must be claimed through a tax return.

As an example, if you’re a 40% taxpayer and you contributed
£6,000 to a personal pension, you would typically receive
basic-rate tax relief of £1,500. You would also be reimbursed
an additional £1,500, but only if you claim this through your
tax return.

How to claim back your additional pension tax
relief 
If you’re a higher- or additional-rate taxpayer, you can claim
your pension tax relief through online self-assessment.

Proceed to the relevant section of your online tax return and
state the exact amount of your pension contributions.

It’s important to remember that this should be a gross
calculation that includes your contributions and the basic-rate
tax relief of 20%. The Telegraph reports that “not doing this is
one of the most common mistakes people make”.

You will receive your tax relief as:

• A rebate at the end of the tax year

• A change to your tax code

• A reduction in your tax liability.

Rather than going online, you can also write to your HMRC tax
office using the relevant address on your P60 or payslip. You
should outline exactly how much you have paid in pension
contributions, and you will also need to provide personal
details so that you can receive the tax relief.

Remember that you will need to submit a new letter every time
you change your pension contributions or your salary changes.

If you haven’t claimed your tax relief recently, you can claim
back tax relief from the previous four years. You must make
your claim within four years of the end of the tax year you are
claiming from.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/pensions-retirement/news/one-one-million-missing-pension-tax-relief/
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A brief note about the Tapered Annual Allowance 
When considering your level of pension contributions, the
amount of tax relief may be affected by the Tapered Annual
Allowance if you’re an additional-rate taxpayer.

In the 2021/22 tax year you can contribute 100% of your
earnings to your pension tax-efficiently – up to a maximum
gross contribution of £40,000. This is your Annual Allowance.

However, if your “threshold income” is over £200,000 in a year
and your “adjusted income” is more than £240,000, you may
be affected by the taper.

Your adjusted income includes all pension contributions
(including any employer contributions) while your threshold
income excludes pension contributions.

The taper reduces your Annual Allowance by £1 for every £2 of
adjusted income over £240,000. If you earn £312,000 or more,
you will have the maximum reduction of £36,000 – leaving you
with an Annual Allowance of just £4,000.

The table below shows how the Annual Allowance tapers,
based on how much you earn.

If you are affected by the Tapered Annual Allowance, it can be
beneficial to work with a financial planner. We can help you to
maximise the tax efficiencies that are available and save for
your retirement in the most effective way.

Annual Adjusted Income

Up to £240,000 

£260,000 

£280,000 

£300,000

£312,000 

Annual Allowance

£40,000

£30,000

£20,000 

£10,000

£4,000

“In the 2021/22 tax year you can contribute 100% of your

earnings to your pension tax-efficiently – up to a maximum 

gross contribution of £40,000. This is your Annual Allowance.”
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By Steve Jerome

In September 2021, the prime minister
announced a 1.25% rise in Dividend Tax,
which will commence in the 2022/23 tax year. 

In the same announcement, the prime minister introduced the
new Health and Social Care Levy, which will cause a matching
1.25% rise in National Insurance contributions (NICs) that will
be paid by employees, employers and the self-employed from
the same tax year.

If you are a company director, this 1.25% increase in both the
Dividend Tax and NICs will likely result in a higher tax bill for
both you personally, and for your business.

Businesses have already been through trying times with the
Covid-19 pandemic and the rising rate of inflation, so you could
have concerns about how these tax rises could negatively
affect your company. What’s more, Corporation Tax is set to

rise for larger businesses in 2023 – yet another way your
business could be financially afflicted in the coming years.

Read on to find out how the Dividend Tax and NICs increase
may affect you and your company, and the remuneration
strategies you could apply in response.

How the rise in Dividend Tax and NICs will affect
company directors

As the owner or part-owner of a company, you will need to
balance out how your own salary is affected by these tax rises,
while taking on enough of the burden to minimise its effect on
your business.

Alongside the tax and NICs you will pay on a personal level, as
a company owner, your business will also likely pay both
Corporation Tax and National Insurance, meaning there will be
challenges posed to both your personal and corporate wealth.

Dividend Tax rates (2021/22)

7.5% 

32.5% 

38.1% 

Basic rate 

Higher rate 

Additional rate 

Source: FTAdviser

Dividend Tax rates (2022/23)

8.75%

33.75%

39.35%

How the Dividend Tax and 
National Insurance rises will 
affect company directors
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Dividend Tax

The below table compares the basic, higher and additional
rates of Dividend Tax between 2021/22 and 2022/23.

On the personal side of things, if you take home more than
£2,000 a year in dividends from your company, you will begin
paying higher tax on these dividends in the 2022/23 tax year. 

For example, if you take £10,000 in dividends a year, £8,000
will have the new Dividend Tax rate applied. In this scenario,
your Dividend Tax bill would increase by £100 to £2,700.

While these changes may seem incremental, when combined
with the increased NICs and proposed changes to Corporation
Tax, both your company’s wealth and your personal wealth
could be more significantly affected than you think.

What’s more, now that Dividend Tax is increasing, the Income
Tax benefits of taking dividends will be less noticeable.

In previous years, company directors have often drawn a lower
salary to minimise their Income Tax bill, while paying their
remaining salary in dividends, as well as in other tax-efficient
remunerations such as pension contributions.

There are alternative remuneration strategies to salary and/or
dividends as a company director, which could mitigate these
tax increases. Ultimately, though, taking dividends is still likely
to be the preferred remuneration strategy, provided that your
business is in a position to pay them in the coming years.

As 5 April approaches, now could be the time to explore
alternatives to dividend payments, as well as to seek advice
from your financial planner when taking these steps.

Effective rate of tax for dividend

26.09% (+1.01%) 

46.34% (+1.01%) 

50.87% (+1.01%) 

Taxpayer tax rate 

Basic rate 

Higher rate 

Additional rate 

Source: FTAdviser

Effective rate of tax for salary

41.98% (+1.73%)

50.67% (+1.64%)

55.02% (+1.59%)

“On the personal side of things, if you take home more than

£2,000 a year in dividends from your company, you will begin

paying higher tax on these dividends in the 2022/23 tax year.”



Current National Insurance payments

£51.84 

£1,251.84 

£3,651.84

£5,078.84

£5,478.84

£5,878.84

Income 

£10,000

£20,000

£40,000

£60,000

£80,000

£100,000 

Source: Which?

National Insurance payments after rise

£57.24

£1,382.24

£4,032.24

£5,709.24

£6,359.24

£7,009.24

You can use pension contributions to reduce your
Dividend Tax and NICs

As you will already know, your pension contributions attract tax
relief.

As a business owner or director, assuming your employer
pension contributions are “wholly and exclusively for the
purposes of the business” you can receive Corporation Tax and
National Insurance relief.

In 2021/22, that is a 13.8% National Insurance saving, which
you could redirect to your pension pot. This will rise to 15.05%
from 2022/23 when employer National Insurance rates rise.

While taking dividends may still be
more tax-efficient than

drawing a salary, the
1.25% Dividend Tax

increase might
mean that

exchanging some dividend payments for pension contributions
could be a better option.

The downside of this, of course, is that by placing a larger
proportion of your salary into your pension, you may not be
able to access this money for some time. Unlike dividend
payments, your money will be inaccessible until the age of 55
(rising to 57 in 2028).

If you need guidance on how to extract money from your
business in light of these tax rises, please email or contact us
on 020 7400 4700.

Please note

This article is for information only. Please do not act based on
anything you might read in this article. All contents are based
on our understanding of HMRC legislation, which is subject to
change.

National Insurance

Both your personal and corporate wealth will be affected by
the 1.25% NICs increase in the 2022/23 tax year.

As you have already read, the Health and Social Care Levy
will result in both employees and employers paying higher
NICs. On payslips, the levy will appear as a separate
deduction from 2023.

The below table shows exactly how the 1.25% rise might
affect your NICs, depending on your earnings as an employee
of your business.

If you are an employer as well as an employee, you will also
see your employer NICs rise as a result of this increase.

“While taking dividends may
still be more tax-efficient 
than drawing a salary, the

1.25% Dividend Tax increase
might mean that exchanging

some dividend payments for
pension contributions could 

be a better option.”
8
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By Sebastian Gladwish

Since the Lifetime ISA (LISA) was launched in
April 2017, more than 1 million Brits aged
18 to 39 have opened one. In fact, the
number of LISAs opened jumped by 45% in

the 12 months to April 2020, signifying a major increase in
popularity for these often-overlooked savings accounts.   

Despite becoming better-known in recent years, LISAs still
make up a small proportion of the number of ISAs held in the
UK. According to the Times, 13 million people opened an ISA in
the year to April 2020, with only half a million of those being
LISAs.

There are numerous benefits to using a LISA to save for your
first home or retirement, many of which are underexplored by
those saving for these huge milestones.

If you are looking at the big picture and want to grow your
wealth in an efficient way, a LISA could be the perfect option
for you.

Here are three valuable benefits of a Lifetime ISA.

1. The government adds a 25% bonus to every
LISA contribution

One of the most attractive features of a LISA is the
government bonus. When you save into your LISA, the
government increases the sum by 25%.

The annual LISA contribution limit is £4,000, so if you
contributed the full amount, it would automatically be
topped up to £5,000.

LISAs are individual accounts but, if you are saving for
your first home as a couple, you can combine your
individual LISAs when you buy your home together. If you
have contributed a total of £8,000 as a couple, for
example, the government bonus will boost this to £10,000,
meaning your savings go a lot further.

If you are using your LISA to save for retirement, your
contributions over the years will also be supplemented
by this government top-up, providing you with a solid
foundation when you withdraw your LISA funds at age 60
or above.

Remember, if you hold any other ISAs, your LISA
contributions form part of the overall £20,000 limit across
your accounts. For example, if you have a Cash or Stocks
and Shares ISA and contribute £4,000 to your LISA, you can
only contribute a further £16,000 to your other ISAs in the
2021/22 or 2022/23 tax years.

Even with these limitations, the government top-up
provides a significant boost to your hard-earned savings,
providing you with the opportunity to grow your wealth as
you save towards your future goals.

Aged 18 to 39? Here are 3 valuable
benefits of a Lifetime ISA

https://www.mortgagestrategy.co.uk/news/number-of-lifetime-isa-savers-jumps-by-45/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/isas-back-in-fashion-as-13-million-people-open-a-new-account-h06ccrmvj


2. LISAs are dual-purpose

The LISA is designed with two distinct purposes: buying
your first home and saving for retirement. 

Buying your first home

As you read earlier, using your LISA to help buy your first
home means that you get a bonus of 25%, perhaps helping
you to save the deposit you need for your dream home.

When the time comes to use your LISA funds to place a
deposit on your first home, you can draw this money
without paying a charge, so long as the money is used for
this purpose only.

If you decide to draw your LISA funds for any other reason
except retirement, you can – but you will pay a 25% fee
when you do so.

There are a few restrictions to consider when using your
LISA to purchase your first home, including:

• The home you buy must be purchased for less than
£450,000.

• You must buy the property at least 12 months after
making your first LISA contribution.

• If you have a Help-to-Buy ISA as well as a LISA, you can
only use the government bonus from one of these
accounts to pay for your first home.

Saving for retirement

While, unlike your pension, you don’t get tax relief on LISA
contributions, you do benefit from the 25% government
top-up when saving for retirement. You also won’t pay any
Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on the returns your
ISA generates.

Using your LISA as a means of supplementing your pension
contributions from an early age can help you build up a
substantial retirement fund, which could allow you to
retire with a greater quality of life.

If you are under 40 and aren’t saving for your first home, it
could be beneficial to open a LISA and lock in your 25% top-
up for retirement. Once the LISA is open, you can keep
contributing until you’re 50, so it may make sense to open
one as soon as possible.

Plus, if you are concerned about breaching the Lifetime
Allowance (LTA), which will remain at £1,073,100 until
2026, you could use your LISA as an alternative way of
saving for your retirement.

Similarly, if you maximise your pension contributions up to
the Annual Allowance in any given tax year, you could place
an additional £4,000 in your LISA for retirement if you wish.

3. LISAs are tax-efficient

Lastly, a key benefit of saving into a LISA is that these
accounts are highly tax-efficient.

When it comes to understanding LISA tax regulations, the
same rules apply as to other ISAs: any profits you gain from
your LISA, including the government top-up, are neither
subject to Income Tax nor CGT.

10
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Simply put, your LISA is a tax-wrapper that can help your
wealth to grow steadily over the years without increasing
your tax bill.

If you are keen to explore LISA options, you can open
either a Cash or a Stocks and Shares LISA.

Here are some key features of a Cash LISA:

• Like most cash savings accounts, your Cash LISA may
earn interest, but its value cannot decrease.

• Your money is not invested on your behalf by your LISA
provider.

• A Cash LISA is lower risk than a Stocks and Shares LISA,
because it is not subject to shifts in investment value.

Alternatively, if you're thinking of saving for five years or
more, you could take out a Stocks and Shares LISA, which
functions slightly differently to a Cash LISA:

• Your contributions are invested on your behalf in stocks
and shares, and so the value of your LISA may increase
or decrease depending on the underlying performance
of the investments.

• Stocks and Shares LISAs are higher risk than a Cash ISA,
because the value of your savings is affected by the
investments made on your behalf.

Get in touch

We can help you meet your retirement or house-buying goals
and assist in creating a long-term investment strategy to
increase your financial stability.

If you want to learn more about LISA options and need
guidance, contact us today to discuss your options with a
financial planner. Please email or contact us on 020 7400 4700.

Please note

The value of your investments (and any income from them) can
go down as well as up and you may not get back the full
amount you invested. Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance. Investments should be
considered over the longer term and should fit in with your
overall attitude to risk and financial circumstances.

“When it comes to understanding LISA tax regulations,
the same rules apply as to other ISAs: any profits 

you gain from your LISA, including the government top-up, 
are neither subject to Income Tax nor CGT.”

https://www.hfmcwealth.com/contact/


As criminals
get more
sophisticated,
here is how 
to spot a
financial scam

By Paul Jones

If you have spent your entire working life
investing in your future, the idea of your
savings being taken away by a pension or
investment scam must be devastating.   

Although most of us feel we are astute enough to spot a scam
and avoid it, the data suggests that more people are at risk
than ever. As scams grow ever more sophisticated, it’s
becoming easier to be taken in by schemes that look entirely
genuine.

And, it’s not just your personal finances that are being
targeted. New research from UK Finance shows that scams
targeting small and medium-sized businesses are also on the
rise.

Read on to find out how you could fall victim to pension or
investment scams, how to better protect yourself against
them, and how you can ensure your business doesn’t become a
fraud statistic.

The “it won’t happen to me” attitude doesn’t
match up against the statistics

Research conducted by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),
published by Sky News, reveals that 68% of pension holders said
they were confident they could tell if they were being
defrauded, but only 28% spotted the signs of an advanced scam.

This data clearly shows that there are many people at risk of
being scammed, even if they consider themselves to be safe
from this type of financial crime.

What’s more, according to research published by Which?, 79%
of over-55s said they had been approached by a scammer in
the 12 months to October 2021. In the same year, more than
£2 million was lost to pension scams alone in the UK.

These statistics point to one worrying fact: none of us are
completely immune to the dangers of clever and imaginative
financial scams.

10 clear signs of a sophisticated investment scam

You might be wondering: how do people fall for these scams?
Surely there are tell-tale signs that something is awry?

Pension and investment scams are becoming more
sophisticated. Criminals contact pension holders or those with
significant investments, usually by email or phone, often
offering them better returns on the money they have invested.
Unlike small-time scams, investment scams are often highly
polished, and can be practically indistinguishable from a
qualified pensions expert, for example.

Scammers are more likely to commit these crimes online than
over the phone, according to research published by the Office
of National Statistics (ONS) in 2020.

Here are 10 clear signs of a sophisticated investment scam, so you
can have a greater awareness of how these criminals operate.

1. You are contacted out of the blue by a “pensions
expert” or “financial adviser”

2. The person or firm who contacts you doesn’t have a
website, or calls from a blocked number, making it
hard for you to reach them on your own terms
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3. You are promised an unbelievably good deal with very
few strings attached

4. You are encouraged to transfer money into offshore
accounts

5. The only contact information you are given is a mobile
number or PO Box

6. You are pressured to transfer money “today” or “as
soon as possible”

7. The person or firm who contacts you promises to
“unlock” or “liberate” your pension funds before 55,
or another similarly tempting offer

8. You are promised a “tax loophole” that can cut your
tax bill and keep your money safe

9. You are “guaranteed” returns on your investments

10. The investment opportunities you are offered are
described as “low-risk” but are sold as yielding “high
returns”.

These are not the only red flags you could spot, but are some
of the most common signs of a scam that even savvy pension
holders and investors can fall for.

If you are concerned about a person or firm who has contacted
you with an investment opportunity, speak with your financial
planner for guidance before interacting with them further.

3 ways to protect yourself against high-level fraud

1. As a rule of thumb, don’t trust unfamiliar sources

The FCA study concluded that 9.95% of pension savers said
they would accept financial advice from a stranger online,
yet only 1.1% said they would accept the same advice from
a stranger in the pub.

This shows there is still a propensity to trust unfamiliar people
online who offer a “free pension review” or “guidance” –
which could result in you losing your hard-earned savings.

If a stranger approached you on the street and claimed to be a
pensions expert, would you trust them with your life savings?

By applying this context to strange sources that contact
you online or over the phone, you are likely to be more
judicious about who you trust and may avoid a potentially
life-altering scam. 

2. Check the legitimacy of anyone who 
contacts you

It is crucial that you research any “expert”
who contacts you, especially if you have
never heard of them before. It is highly
unlikely that a legitimate firm would
contact you without your permission.

There is a way to check whether
whoever is contacting you is from
an established firm. The Financial
Services Register holds the names
of all FCA-authorised firms, so
you can easily search the name
of the source that is offering
you a deal.

If they are not registered, it
may be wise to halt your
contact with this source.

Even if the source is FCA-authorised, it could still be
constructive to run their details past an experienced
professional, such as your financial planner.

3. Consult a known professional before making an
online investment

Your life savings need to be protected – that’s the priority.
No matter how convinced you are that an online
investment is going to be beneficial for you, it is always
handy to consult a professional first.

Contact us today for guidance on how to spot a scam, or
for an overview of your pension and other investments. 

It’s not just you – your business could also be
targeted by scammers

If you run a small or medium-sized enterprise (SME), your business
could be the target of financial crime. According to UK Finance,
almost £60 million was lost to business fraud in 2021 alone.

As the business owner, you might already be alert to the kinds of
scams that could financially decimate your business – but have
you considered that your employees could also be a target?

For example, scammers can pose as suppliers, contacting
members of your team for financial details in order to “complete
an order” or “pay an invoice”. Fraudsters may also impersonate a
manager or a senior manager to convince staff to make an urgent
payment outside of their business’s internal procedures.

If your team is not hyper-aware of how your business could be
defrauded, they could be sitting ducks for this kind of crime.

Unfortunately, it only takes one slip-up to cause serious
financial consequences for your company.

In order to shore up your business against financial crime, it
may be beneficial to conduct cybersecurity training with your
entire team, to make sure every person in your company can
spot the signs of a sophisticated scam.

Get in touch

If you would like to discuss making your finances safer, or how
you could better plan your financial future, please email or
contact us on 020 7400 4700. 
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By Philip Chandler

In the 2014 budget, George Osborne
introduced the biggest set of changes to
pension rules since the great pension
simplifications of 2006 - a misnomer if ever

there was one. Included in the former Chancellor’s pension
freedoms was a relaxation of the rules over how pension
death benefits can be passed on. And with these changes the
pilot trust, sometimes known as a bypass trust, appeared to
be no longer needed. But there may still be situations where
a pilot trust could be a useful tool.   

What is a pilot trust? In a nutshell, it’s a discretionary trust set
up with a nominal amount which is ready to receive further
funds at a later date, most commonly pension death benefit
lump sums or the pay out from a life insurance policy. A trust
cannot be created without three certainties: the intention of
the settlor; the subject matter (assets); and the objects
(beneficiaries). Note the second certainty, the subject. There
must be an asset in order to create a trust, so since the
pension death benefit cannot arise in life, the trust must have
some other asset on its creation - it is not uncommon to find a
£10 note stapled to the trust deed.

So now we know what a pilot trust is, we need to understand
what the old rules were in relation to pension death benefits,

and why a pilot trust might be useful. Here, I am talking only
about money purchase pensions, rather than defined benefit or
final salary pensions. On death before age 75 where the
pension fund hadn’t been touched, there were two options: a
cash lump sum could be paid to any beneficiary and it would
not be taxed; or a pension income could be paid to a
dependant taxed at their marginal rate. On death before age
75 where the pension fund had already been accessed, or on
death after age 75, these two options remained but the cash
lump sum was taxed at a hefty 55%. The important point to
note is that only a dependant could receive a pension income,
all other payments to nominated beneficiaries were lump sum
payments taking the cash out of the pension wrapper.

Why is this important? Well, a lump sum of cash going into
someone’s estate immediately becomes assessable for
Inheritance Tax, whereas cash staying in a pension, and paying
an income, remains outside the recipient’s estate – a potential
55% tax charge on leaving the pension and a potential 40%
Inheritance Tax charge.

The solution was the pilot trust. The pension holder would create
a pilot trust and then nominate it to receive the lump sum death
benefit. The spouse could be paid an income for life, or the
trustees could simply make distributions as and when needed. But
most usefully, the trust deed could include the right to make
unlimited interest-free loans. So, by taking a loan from the trust

Pilot Trusts
Explained
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the spouse still benefits from the lump sum but simultaneously
creates a debt on their own estate. On their death the loan is
repaid to the trust thus reducing their estate for IHT.

The changes introduced in the 2014 Budget removed the
distinction over who could receive what from pension death
benefits. The position now is that a pension holder can
nominate whoever they wish to receive their pension on their
death, it need not be a spouse or a dependant, and whoever
that is can decide whether they wish to leave it untouched in a
pension drawdown wrapper, take an income, or take the cash as
a lump sum. It is entirely up to them (note this point for later),
and crucially will be tax-free if the original pension holder died
before the age of 75. On death after 75, anything withdrawn by
the nominee is taxed at their marginal rate for income tax.

The fact that the nominee can receive the pension as a lump
sum and keep it in a pension drawdown wrapper means that
the IHT shield is retained. So, there is no longer a perceived
need for a pilot trust… Or is there?

I said above that it is entirely up to the recipient what they do
with the pension funds. The original pension holder can only
nominate who, not how. You cannot nominate someone and
stipulate that they can only have an income, for example. Nor
can you nominate someone, a daughter for example, and
specify that she must then nominate your grandchildren in the
event of her death.

In a simple linear family situation this may not be
important. You might be content to nominate your
children, happy that they are sensible and in secure
relationships. But what about a more complicated
family set up? For example:

Scenario One

Charlie has adult children from his first
marriage. He is on his second marriage
and has several stepchildren. Charlie
wants his second wife to receive an
income from his pension, but he
wants his own children to receive the
lump sum on her death.

If Charlie nominates his second wife,
he has absolutely no control over
what happens next. Once she has
received the pension, she could
write her own nomination in favour
of her own children.

Scenario Two

John, a widower, has adult children
and five grandchildren. He would
like to leave his pension to the
grandchildren but worries about
them receiving a large sum of money
in one go when they are not mature
enough to handle it.

For both these situations a pilot trust
might be the answer. You can appoint
trustees who you have faith will ensure your
wishes will be met. Charlie could ask his
trustees to ensure his wife receives the income
she needs until her death and then distribute the

funds to his children. John could appoint his children as
trustees who will make sure the grandchildren will only receive
funds when they are capable of handling them. And don’t
forget that nominations can be changed at any time, so John
could change the nomination in favour of his grandchildren
once they’ve grown up, if he is still alive.

“What is a pilot trust? In a
nutshell, it’s a discretionary
trust set up with a nominal

amount which is ready to
receive further funds 
at a later date . . .”
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The downside? Yes, there has to be one, and it is tax, the
extent of which depends on circumstances. Setting up the trust
in the first place will be tax free, a £10 gift is easily covered by
the exemptions, though of course there are likely to be one-off
legal costs. The payment of the death benefits from the
pension to the trust will be tax free if the pension holder died
before age 75 (and the payment must be made within 2 years
of death) and there is sufficient lifetime allowance to cover it.

However, if the pension holder dies after age 75, or under 75
but the two-year window is exceeded, the special lump sum
death benefit charge of 45% will apply. That doesn’t sound too
attractive, but there is an associated tax credit with this
payment. This can be offset against the beneficiary’s other
income in the tax year when distributions are made.

Then there are the 10-year anniversary charges on the trust.
This is a complicated charge, made more so where the pension

has been transferred before the
member died, but that is beyond the scope
of this piece (and if I’ve held your attention this long,
I’ve done well!). But the 10-year anniversary charge can never
be more than 6%.

Finally, the investments within the trust are subject to income
tax on dividends and interest, and to Capital Gains Tax when
assets are sold, taxes that investments are not subject to in
the pension.

In terms of tax efficiency keeping funds within the pension
wrapper will always be the best option, there is a cost to
keeping control. For the majority, the usual ‘expression of
wishes’ route will be all they need, but it is worth
remembering that a pilot trust might be the answer where
control is needed.      

“When it comes to understanding LISA tax regulations,
the same rules apply as to other ISAs: any profits 

you gain from your LISA, including the government top-up, 
are neither subject to Income Tax nor CGT.”
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